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STANDALONE BOOKS
His Royal Hotness: Callum doesn’t have time for fun and games—not when he’s got a country to run and a legacy to uphold. But when a freespirited American works her way past the palace guards by posing as the artist painting his portrait, she somehow manages to break down the
walls around his heart too.
Filthy Rich Alpha: Cara Michal works on Wall Street and her focus is work, not passion. But all that changes when she gives in to her wild side and
kisses a sexy stranger at an office party, a stranger who later turns out to be her new boss, Branden Duke.
Seal of a Lifetime: Mitch Trenton never let anything get in his way until a battlefield injury sent him to the sidelines. Now he’s determined to return
to his team, and equally determined to get to know his sexy physical therapist.
Nailing Studs (Romantic Comedy Reverse Harem): When fantasy becomes reality X3… Turns out Kayla’s house isn’t the only thing getting some
much needed TLC. Taylor, Dom, and Logan come to her rescue to renovate her house, but she thinks she can’t possibly fall in love with three men,
at least not with a happily ever after. Grab hold—Kayla’s path to love with three hot men will take you on a wild ride.
Sext Addict (Romantic Comedy Reverse Harem): When good girl Tess’s best friend accidentally sent her the link to apply for participation in a high
paying sex study requiring one girl and three guys, he apologized because she wasn’t that type of girl. Now Tess, who is in love with her best friend,
fantasizes about her hot yoga instructor, and can’t stop thinking about her Neanderthal drumming neighbor, is about to prove him wrong.
A Vampire's Salvation: A fierce modern-day vampire discovers the woman he must have for his own… Jake’s hunger to possess Frankie Stewart
goes beyond searing desire. He’s a vampire, and his very existence depends on bonding with a mate. Once he has claimed her—body and soul—
Jake will go to any lengths to protect her.
Wild for Mr. Wrong: Can an uptight prosecutor with a dark past and a laid-back, southern defense attorney find love despite their opposing
agendas?
Craving Her Cowboy: After her Hollywood actor boyfriend publicly humiliates her, pregnant Natalie returns to Playbook Springs and is reunited
with her old crush, her older brother’s best friend, Daniel “Coop” Cooper. Coop is determined to prove that no matter where she lives, Natalie will
always be home in the arms of the cowboy who loves her.
BEDDING THE BACHELORS SERIES

Bedding the Wrong Brother: Melina enlists her childhood friend Max to tutor her in the art of passion. But she’s in for a surprise when Max’s twin
brother, Rhys, steps up to the challenge…
Bedding the Bad Boy: When Grace decides to conduct interviews for a baby daddy, she never dreams her best friend’s brother-in-law Max will step
to the front of the line. First, however, he’s determined to give her the mind-blowing orgasm that has been eluding her…
Bedding the Billionaire: Lucy has one goal: get guardianship of her orphaned niece. Billionaire Jamie offers to help her by playing the part of her
fiancé, but the game spirals out of control when love enters the picture.
Bedding the Best Friend: Nice girl Annie O’Roarke wants more excitement in life, so she makes a plan to complete her “naughty” list in Las Vegas.
Her secret crush and best friend Ryan Hennessey is stunned Annie is raring to explore her wilder side. He’s going to protect Annie and teach her
that a bad girl takes what she wants.
Bedding the Biker Next Door: When Jill meets a handsome tattooed biker who lights her on fire, she agrees to one night in bed, no strings
attached. Turns out security expert Cole Novak is her new neighbor…
Bedding the Bodyguard: When Hollywood actress Kat Bailey is threatened by a fan of her cheating ex, she isolates herself in a cabin in Lake Tahoe
only to meet her charming neighbor who has been secretly hired to be her bodyguard.
Bedding the Best Man: Rough-around-the-edges Gabe Nolan grew up poor and literally fought his way to the top but nothing has been as difficult
as losing the girl of his dreams to his best friend. When his friend leaves wealthy Brianne at the altar, Gabe is her confidante and shoulder-to-cryon. The more time they spend together, the more friendship turns into an irresistibly tempting passion.
Bedding The Boss: After discovering his fiancée was in love with his best friend, wealthy Eric Davenport left Los Angeles to return to his small-town
roots. A year later, he meets Lexi Fischer. They were only supposed to have one night, but then Eric becomes Lexi’s boss for the summer. Can Eric
survive loving another woman destined to leave him?
Bedding The Baby Daddy: For the first time in his life, Dante Callaghan is interested in committing to one special woman. Unfortunately, Aurora
LeMonde’s in love with another man, one who’s unavailable to her. When Dante offers her comfort in his arms, Aurora can’t resist. Now, can she
trust that her child’s father is also the man of her dreams?
Bedding the Fake Boyfriend: Fifteen years after they broke up, Rose runs into former flame Gio. He donates $10,000 to her charity, then makes her
an offer she can’t refuse—he’ll donate an additional $100,000 to Rose’s charity if she poses as his girlfriend at his sister’s New England destination
wedding.

Wedding The Bad Boy: Readers saw Max fall in love with Grace Sinclair in Bedding the Bad Boy. This story continues to follow their HEA and their
slightly rocky journey to becoming husband and wife!
HOME TO GREEN VALLEY SERIES
Who says small town can’t be sexy? Take a journey through California wine country as five Irish brothers explore family secrets and end up
falling in love.
What Love Can Do: Sweet and sassy baker Lilly is preparing to finally leave her small town and pursue her dreams just as Irish ex-rugby player
Quinn O’Neill arrives to investigate family secrets.
The Way Love Goes: The last thing surf instructor Conor O’Neill expects to see is a gorgeous woman walking gracefully through the sand in high
heels. Older than him, a high-strung wedding planner, Madlyn couldn’t be more different than Conor. But the two have one thing in common—
they’re both looking to start over.
I'm Gonna Love You: A big, broad, and bold Irishman, Brady O’Neill never thought he’d leave Dublin, but he can no longer live in the city where he
experienced his greatest joys and deepest heartaches. Moving to America, he joins his brothers to open a family restaurant and meets Anna Kincaid,
the owner of a local eco-adventure tour company with enough sass to sink a ship.
Best Of My Love: After months of keeping Erica in the friend-zone, Irish charmer Riley is suddenly treating her different, but Erica’s worked hard to
get over her crush on Riley. She’s started seeing another man and when Riley finally declares his feelings, she’s convinced he’s only attracted to the
challenge she now represents.
Because You Love Me: One by one, the O’Neill brothers have fallen for the women of their dreams. Now it’s Sean’s turn, and he’s determined to
convince Juliana Madison, his college English professor, that he’s not just a younger man—he’s definitely the man for her.
So Much In Love: MMA trainer Alder Hanson heads to Las Vegas ready to party hard; instead, he finds himself bored out of his mind. Then he runs
into Dara Brennan, a beautiful brunette with sea green eyes who pleads with him to fill in as a stripper for her friend's bachelorette party.
ROCK CANDY SERIES
Rock stars and their Hollywood actor friends are at the height of fame and not looking for love, but it’s about to find them anyway in these
explosively sexy romances.
Rock Strong: Liam Collier, sexy frontman for Point Break, the world's hottest rock band, is at the top of his game. For Liam, falling in love was
something he figured would happen far off in the future--not on the first day of his first world tour. And not with his super sexy but extremely
reserved background cellist... Turns out living on the wild side is the perfect composition for love!

Rock Dirty: Point Break drummer Tucker spots Nikki in the TSA line and spontaneously follows her to Paris where he learns she’s even more wild
than he is. Can love mend these two wounded hearts?
Rock Wild: Bass guitarist Corbin travels to Louisiana to recapture his love for music and in doing so meets Amie, a curly-haired Cajun girl who has
no use for a rock star—until he proves her wrong, in bed and out.
Rock Free: Guitarist Wes hasn't even told his bandmates he's bisexual, yet when he meets good girl Sara, daughter of a celebrity T.V. evangelist, he
yearns for her to see him for all he is. Good thing there's more to Sara than meets the eye and things heat up when she agrees to star incognito in
Wes's music video.
Rock Sexy: Hollywood actor Garrett hangs with rock stars and models, but something about his ice queen female lead, Gwen, has him thrown for a
loop. Rock Sexy brings romance to the boiling point amidst fame, fortune, and family secrets.
Rock Sweet: Erica Ellis’s breakout novel is being made into a network television series but she still can’t stop dreaming about actor and secret
MMA fighter Shane. He’s put her firmly in the friend-zone…until an unexpected hookup at a party changes things forever.
GOING DEEP SERIES
Welcome to the Savannah Bootleggers, a football team with the sexiest players around!
Down Deep: In high school, Heath mistook Camille for the water boy. Now, ten years later,
Camille is a football photographer and single mother, and her old crush returns with a vengeance when she sees Heath again.
Royally Deep: Sparks fly between NFL quarterback Kyle and princess-in-disguise Bella — but is happily ever after in the cards for these two lovers
from different worlds?
Deep Inside: Alec is determined to win Ruby’s heart, but as his publicist, her job is to overcome his bad boy rep, not fall in love.
Deep Desire: When wide receiver Gabe Murphy is dumped by his former team and picked up by the Savannah Bootleggers, he's determined not to
get attached to his new city, his new team, or his beautiful new athletic trainer, Zoe Reynolds.
KISS TALENT AGENCY
The Kiss Talent Agency romantic comedy series follows the Kiss brothers and their clients as each pursues fame and fortune, only to find a love
they never expected.

Lip Service: Dani gives Hunter Kiss more than Lip Service when she confronts him about trying to bribe her football playing brother. Is it his fault he
lost the towel he was wearing when the scuffle began?
Pucker Up: When his best friend accidentally hits publish instead of delete… At first, Lee Bowers wanted to skewer the popular food critic who
brutally lampooned his restaurant—apparently while simultaneously ogling his butt. But then he discovers that blogger’s identity. He loves Jenna
Harrison and he’s going to prove it to her, one anonymous, sexy text message at a time.
Locking Lips: On a chance meeting on an airplane, photographer Caleb comforts a terrified Marissa; he’s more than happy to celebrate their
landing in a nearby dressing room but what happens when they discover they must work together despite creative differences?
Lip Action: Marissa needs a boyfriend to get her interfering mother off her back, and British actor Simon, trying to fix his playboy rep and land a
juicy role, agrees to play the part.
Kiss Off: Former country sensation Kara is trying to put her celebrity past behind her so she’s traveling the U.S. incognito in her VW van. When a
beyond sexy man rolls down a sand dune in a misguided attempt to rescue her, she’s charmed and invites him on a wild road trip. What she
doesn’t know is that Declan Kiss is a music agent who knows exactly who she is.
Kiss It Better: Handing out samples at a grocery store isn’t exactly Julia’s dream job, but when a sexy stranger passes out in front of her, she takes
care of him until the EMTs whisk him away. Now she has his wallet, she knows where he lives, and she’s found the nude photos of him online…
BAD BOY DOCTORS
Bad Boy M.D.: It all started with a dating app hookup. Turns out HeartBreaker531 isn’t an anonymous medical student after all—he’s Lauren’s new
chief resident. Now younger man Ryan is heating things up in the E.R.
Dr. Hottie: Playing doctor in paradise… Running from her past, Dr. Raegan Reynolds is vacationing in the Dominican Republic when she meets
Noah Alexander. She refuses to give her name, so they embark on a passionate encounter without revealing their identities until the real world
intrudes, revealing the secret Noah’s hiding.
HARD AS NAILS
Five flawed heroes once ruled by a mob boss are brought back together when one of their own is sent to prison. See how they overcome tragedy
in this steamy, gritty series filled with the power of redemption and love.
Hard Time: The first time Street sees Katie she’s serving food in a hellhole of a prison. When he finds her working in a bookstore of all places, he’ll
risk everything, including fighting the devil himself, to protect her.

Hard Case: Slate keeps mobsters out of prison, but now he’s tasked with defending an innocent woman who makes him imagine all the naughty
things he can do to her…
Hard Core: Things get hard core when ex-marine Axel is assigned to protect Alyssa, a waitress working at a strip club, but even amidst danger, duty
soon turns into passion and then into love.
Hard Place: After suffering unbearable loss, Jericho is gifted a second shot at happiness in the form of Delia Faith, a fresh-faced, golden-eyed
stepsister who adores him. Then fate intervenes, ripping Jericho’s world apart again, and he has no choice but to push Delia away in order to keep
her safe. Years later, a grown-up, sexy-as-sin Delia strolls into Jericho’s garage, demanding answers.
Hard Act: An orphan with few options, Davis ends up in the service of King, a dangerous mob boss. His only consolation? Occasional moments with
King’s daughter, Bella Prince. Davis falls for her, the woman who heats his blood like no other, only to be betrayed. Years later, Bella shows up for
help, claiming she never betrayed him, and offering to be his. In his bed. In his arms. Even on her knees.
RED HOT COPS SERIES
Meet hot cops Ty, Luke, and Noah, dedicated police officers who refuse to play by the rules when it comes to love.
Getting Busy: Undercover cop Ty is being initiated into a dangerous biker gang when he’s ordered to prove his loyalty by having sex with the
woman he loved and lost. Reunited with Claire, he’ll prove he wants all of her, the good with the bad. In fact, the badder she is, the better they’ll
be—together.
Getting Down: Luke has loved Sarah for years, but she didn’t think she was good enough for him. For two days, she commits herself to pleasuring
him and to being pleasured in return. Luke, however, won’t be satisfied until she promises him forever.
Getting Dirty: Jenna’s a former centerfold with a painful past. She avoids intimacy at all cost—until she meets Noah. Noah’s an honorable cop used
to making a woman feel safe, in bed and out. Together, they’ll heal the past and build a future...
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS GROUP
These Special Investigation Group detectives hunt down serial killers for a living so they’re more jaded than most, especially when it comes to
love, but they’re finally getting their own HEAs.

Shades of Desire: After losing her vision, photographer Natalie Jones is attacked, and she teams up with Special Agent Liam “Mac” McKenzie to
catch a predator. Soon, Natalie dares to envision a future with Mac beyond the investigation…never guessing that the clues hidden within her
photographs are drawing them into an explosive confrontation with a madman.
Shades of Temptation: Carrie Ward, a Special Investigations Group detective, saves her risk taking for the job. But when she’s asked to pursue a
high-profile serial killer, she’ll have to join forces with the last man she wants to depend on, playboy Detective Jase Tyler.
Shades of Passion: Detective Simon Granger has devoted his life to solving high-risk cases, and he’s vowed never again to get involved with a
woman whose work is equally as dangerous. But when the Special Investigations Group teams him with a beautiful psychiatrist, his resolve is
shattered by the tense and emotionally charged partnership as they team up to find a killer.
PARA-OPS
Vampires, shifters, and more. A special ops team. Steamy romance.
Five years after the Second Civil War ends, humans and Otherborn – humanlike creatures with superhuman DNA – still struggle for peace. To
ensure the continued rights of both, the FBI forms a Para-Ops team with a unique set of skills.
Knox: Chosen by Blood: Knox is the leader of an Otherborn clan, and the half-breed vampire would do anything to find a cure for the anti-vamp
vaccine slowly starving his people into extinction. When the FBI contacts him about leading a team of hand-selected Others on a mission to reclaim
the stolen antidote, Knox accepts. His new assignment places him in direct contact with Special Agent Felicia Locke, the beautiful human he’s
craved since their very first meeting.
Wraith: Chosen by Fate: Chosen by Fate contains an off-the-chart chemical attraction and hot sex between a trash-talking wraith who loves ABBA
and high heels, and a shaman who’s determined to give her not only the one night she craves, but the one thing she wants most of all—his love.
Dex: Chosen by Sin: A wounded alpha werebeast bent on revenge…A female vampire trying to save her adoptive dragon-shifter family…Can they
stop a group of rebel shape-shifters from unleashing every demon in hell?
THE BELLADONNA AGENCY
In this steamy and suspenseful series, vampires hide among humans, and only the FBI knows they exist. Although the Bureau agrees to keep
their secret, it also plots to give humans the upper hand.

Turned: Ever since he was turned, FBI special agent Ty Duncan has had one mission: bring rogue vampires to justice. As a recruiter for Belladonna, a
shadow agency formed to keep vampires in check, Ty must recruit Ana Martin, a troubled ex-gang member and one of the few mortals who can
infiltrate places that his kind and the law cannot.
Awakened: Barrett Miles had no idea that vampires were real - until Belladonna recruited her to serve as a covert agent. To save a young girl,
Barrett teams up with her former lover, undercover sniper Nick Maltese.

